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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a method of creating a very general heterogeneous simulation
machine. Heterogeneous simulation systems are combinations of various modelling for-
malisms, tools and languages. Described methodology was used in design of a new simu-
lation language called HELEF (HeterogeneousLanguageEnvironment)

1 INTRODUCTION

The heterogeneous modelling (ormulti-modelling) is one of the possible ways how
to model very complicated and large systems. We have various mathematical modelling
formalizms (Petri Nets of all types, DEVS by Fishwick & Zeigler, differential equations),
simulation languages (discrete, contiunous), simulation tools (Matlab) and programming
languages (special languages for knowledge modelling).

It is obvious to interconnect them to get a powerfull complex modelling environment
which we may callHeterogeneous modelling and simulation environment. Makeing such
an environment we have to face some problems contextual to their interconnection. This
paper offers one of the solutions.

2 HETEROGENEOUS ENVIRONMENT

We are going to interconnect a set of sub-models (or sub-systems). Let us assume
that every sub-system operates at its own space (local names) and it needs to access space
of the connected sub-systems (global names).

Majority of the computing systems consists of two parts:

Data (memory): every item may be a functionDatai = f unction(Local,Global)

Activities: sequences of statements (procedures). We will call them theprocesses.

In the following theory, data and processes will be called thesimulation objects(or
objects).



3 THE AUTOMATIC INFORMATION NET (AIN)

The method of working interconnection between particular sub-models is based on a
computing net called AIN. AIN connects all simulation objects of all sub-models together.

The AIN net is an oriented graph:

Definition 1: AIN Net S is a structureS= [OS∪{AINnoevent},R], where

1. OSis a set ofsimulation objects, AINnoeventis a special object

2. R is a dependence relation between the simulation objectsR⊆OS×(OS\{AINnoevent}).
Let us use a notation similar to the Petri Nets. IfS= [OS,R] is a net, then:

• •o = {x∈OS|(x,o) ∈ R}

• o•= {y∈OS|(o,y) ∈ R}

• if o1,o2 ∈OSand(o1,o2) ∈ R, which means thato2 ∈ o1•, then we write:o1 → o2

3.1 THE AIN EVOLUTION

Definition 2: StructureAC= (OS,R,Marked,Changed) is called a simulation context (an
evolutionary state) of the AIN net and:

1. [OS,R] is an AIN net

2. Marked⊆OS, Changed⊆OS

Definition 3: An AIN contextAC= (OS,R,Marked,Changed) is called to bevalid, when
one of the following conditions is true:

1. Marked= /0∧Changed6= /0

2. Marked 6= /0∧Changed= /0

3. Marked= Changed= /0

Definition 4: The valid contextAC= (OS,R,Marked,Changed) of AIN is being called:

stabilized if Marked= Changed= /0 is true

marked if Marked 6= /0∧Changed= /0 is true

changed if Marked= /0∧Changed6= /0 is true

Definition 5: A valid contextAC1 = (OS,R,M1,CH1) derives a valid context
AC2 = (OS,R,M2,CH2), if:

1. AC1 is stabilised, thenM2 = AINnoevent• andCH2 = /0 (will be calledACU )

2. AC1 is changed, thenM2 =
⋃

i∈CH1
i• andCH2 = /0

3. AC1 is marked, thenCH1 = { j ∈OS|reeval( j) = true}
and we writeAC1 ` AC2. The` operation defines one evolutionary step of a net. We also
may write, thatAC1 andAC2 contexts are in the evolution relation. Thereevaloperation
will be defined in the followings.



THE REEVALFUNCTION

Every simulation object contains a methodreevalwhich computes its value and com-
municates with the simulation engine.

Reevalcomputes a new valuev2 of simulation objecto having valuev1. Then it
comparesv1 andv2. Returns:

true if v1 6= v2. And v2 := v1

false ifv1 = v2

3.2 SIMULATION RUN

The AIN evolution specifies a way of simulation process in the heterogeneous mod-
els.

Definition 6: An evolution ofS= [OS,R] is a context sequenceAC0,AC1,AC2, ..., where:

1. AC0 = (OS,R,M0, /0) is a starting marked context

2. ACi ` ACi+1 for all i = 0,1,2, ..., i ∈ N

The evolution does not have an default defined terminating context. That one must be
specified explicitly in a particular model.

Definition 7: Starting context is aAC0 = (OS,R,M0, /0) context, so that:

M0 = {o∈OS| •o = /0}\{AINnoevent}

4 PROCESSES-ORIENTED ENGINE DEFINITION

Processes behave in meaning of these basic laws:

• processes have a direct connection to the AIN evolution (they follow the evolution)

• processes are allowed to modify a contents of AIN objects (nodes), and also to add
some new objects and to remove (disconnect) the others

• the process running goes together with the AIN evolution, process can be created,
suspended and resumed

Definition 8: A process is a simulation object with these attributes:

P = (StartC,ContinueC,Body= [cmd1,cmd2, ...,cmdP])

where

StartC is a reserved simulation object which defines a condition specifying a moment
(AIN context) when the processes should be started

ContinueC is a condition (similar to aStartC) allowing the process torun.

Body is a process body (list of commands)



4.1 CONTEXT OF PROCESSES

Definition 9: The global context of process management is a tripleGP=(ActP,ReadyP,WaitingP).

ActP is an actual running process

ReadyP is a queue of running processes (having theirContinueC= true)

WaitingP is a queue of waiting (suspended) processes (withContinueC= f alse)

Simulation state with no processes isGPε = (ε, [], []).

Notation: we may writep∈GP, if p = ActPor p∈ ReadyPor p∈WaitingP

Definition 10: The complete simulation context is

SIM= (AC= (OS,R,Marked,Changed),GP= (ActP,ReadyP,WaitingP))

Let us assume that someAIN does contain an objectp of type “process”. Andp specifies
theStartCp condition. The whole system is inSIM = (ACx,GPε) andp, StartCp ∈ AIN a
StartCP∈Changed. HELEF system compiles it so thatStartCP→ p and so,p will get into
Marked in the next evolution step. The standard reevaluation ofprocesssimulation object
is done by algorithm:

1. if p∈GP⇒ f alse

2. if p /∈GP∧value(StartC) = true⇒ trueand the whole system turns to:

SIM2 = (AIN,(ActP, [ReadyP, p],WaitingP))

5 CONCLUSION

Described method privides a formal backround to a new heterougeneous simulation
language called HELEF (Heterogeneous Language Environment). HELEF evolves this
basic heterogeneity into a next layer - it allows user to specify a structure and a behaviour
of the resulting model. More can be found in [2, 3, 5], this paper was very limited in its
size, so the AIN theory was presented in its reduced form.

The HELEF simulation system is now being implemented in the Smalltalk language.
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